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Glossary of Chinese Names and Terms

The glossary provides names of Chinese authors, critics, and historical figures mentioned in the study, and terms that describe Chinese literary and cultural phenomena relevant for the present work, written in Chinese characters and pinyin, with translation into the English language in the case of terminology.

Anti-Rightist Movement → fanyoupai yundong 反右派运动
bai hua 白话 → vernacular
Bai Hua 白桦
Bai Ye 白烨
Bei Dao 北岛
bentu wenzue 本土文学 → local-soil literature
bi’an 彼岸 → the other shore
bijiti xiaoshuo 笔记体小说 → novel-in-notes
Cai Xiang 蔡翔
Cao Xueqin 曹雪芹
chapter novel → zhanghui xiaoshuo 章回小说
Chai Ling 柴玲
Che Qianzi 车前子
Chen Chao 陈超
Chen Zhongshi 陈忠实
Chen Zhu 陈柱
ci poetry 词
Chu Qinghua 初清华
chuanqi 传奇 → tales of marvels
Cultural Revolution 文化大革命
culture fever 文化热
Deng Xiaoping 邓小平
Du Fu 杜甫
Duo Yu 朵渔
educated youths → zhishi qingnian / zhiqing 知识青年 / 知青
essay → sanwen 散文, → suibi 随笔, → xiaopinwen 小品文, → zawan 杂文
essayistic mode (also: → essayistic style) → sanwenshi 散文式
essayistic poetry → sanwen shi 散文诗
essayistic style (also: → essayistic mode) → sanwenshi 散文式
essayization (→ sanwen-ization, → suibi-ization, → zawan-ization)
exile 流亡 (wandering), 放逐 (banishment)
figuration → juxiang 具象
fanyoupai yundong 反右派运动 → Anti-Rightist Movement
Fu Li 傅丽
gaike kaifang zhengce 改革开发政策 → reform and opening-up policy
Gao Xiaosheng 高晓声
Gu Hua 古华
grabism → nalai zhuyi 拿来主义
Ha Jin 哈金
Han Dong 韩东
Han Shaogong 韩少功
Han Yu 韩愈
He Xiaozhu 何小竹
Hong Zhigang 洪治纲
Hou Yi 后羿
Hu Dong 胡冬
Hu Ping 胡平
huaben 话本 → vernacular story
Huang Canran 黄灿然
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Intellectual Poets 知识分子诗人
Jia Pingwa 贾平凹
Jiao Jian 矫健
juxiang 具象 → figuration
Kong Jiesheng 孔捷生
lang-recitation → langsong 朗诵 ;→ nian shi 念诗 ;→ nian-recitation
Laozi 老子
Li Shangyin 李商隐
little prose pieces → xiaopinwen 小品文
Liu Chun 刘春
Liu Cixin 刘慈欣
Liu Zaifu 刘再复
local-soil literature → bentu wenxue 本土文学
Lower Body Poets → xia ban shen shiren 下半身诗人
Lu Xun 鲁迅
Lu Yao 路遥
Lu Zhenya 罗振亚
Lü De’an 吕德安
Ma Fei 马非
menglong shi 朦胧诗 → Obscure Poetry
Mo Yan 莫言
nalai zhu yi 拿来主义 → grabism
native-soil writing → xiangtu xiezuo 乡土写作
nian shi 念诗 → nian-recitation
nian-recitation → nian shi 念诗
Ouyang Jianghe 欧阳江河
Mou Sen 牟森
novel-in-notes → bijiti xiaoshuo 笔记体小说
Obscure Poetry → menglong shi 朦胧诗
Pang Pei 庞培
poeticization 诗意化
Popular Poets 民间诗人
Post-70 → qishi hou 70 后 → Post-70
qu → theatrical songs 曲
Qu Yuan 屈原
recitation → langsong 朗诵 (→ lang-recitation); → nian shi 念诗 (→ nian-recitation)
reform and opening-up policy → gaige
kaifang zhengce 改革开放政策
root-seeking → xungen 寻根
Rui Hu 范虎
sanwen-essay 散文
sanwenhuia 散文化 → sanwen-ization
sanwen-ization → sanwenhua 散文化
sanwen shi 散文诗 → essayistic poetry
sanwenshi 散文式 → essayistic style / → essayistic mode
scar literature → shanghen wenxue 伤痕文学
Shen Congwen 沈从文
Shen Yizhen 沈义贞
Sheng Xue 盛雪
Su Dan 苏丹
Su Dongpo 苏东坡 (also: → Su Shi 苏轼)
Su Shi 苏轼 (also: → Su Dongpo 苏东坡)
Su Wei 苏纬
Su Xiaokang 苏晓康
suibi-essay 随笔
suibihua 随笔化 → suibi-ization
suibi-ization → suibihua 随笔化
Tang Xiaodou 唐晓渡
tales of marvels → chuanqi 传奇
the other shore → bi’an 彼岸
theatrical songs → qu 曲	ravel writing 游记
up to the mountains and down to the countryside → shang shan xia xiang
vernacular → bai hua 白话
vernacular story → huaben 话本
Wan Runnan 万润南
Wan Zhi 万之
Wang Anyi 王安忆
Wang Dan 王丹
Wang David der-Wei (Wang Dewei) 王德威
Wang Jiaxin 王家新
Wang Xiaoni 王小妮
Wang Zengqi 汪曾祺
Wenmang 文盲
wenren 文人 → literati
Woeser Tsering (Wei Se) 唯色
Wu Jun 吴俊
Wu Yiqin 吴义勤
Xi Chuan 西川
Xi Mi 奚密
xia ban shen shiren 下半身诗人 → Lower Body Poets
Xiao Jianguo 肖建国
xiangtu xiezuo 乡土写作 → native-soil writing
xiaopinwen 小品文 → little prose pieces, essay
Zhai Yongming 翟永明
Zhang Boli 张伯笠
Zhang Chengzhi 张承志
Zhang Lun 张伦
Zhang Wei 张炜
Zhang Zhen 张真
Zhang Zhenjin 张振金
zhanghui xiaoshuo 章回小说 → chapter novel
Zheng Yi 郑义 (writer)
Zheng Yi 郑怡 (scholar)
zhishi qingnian / zhiqing 知识青年 / 知青 → educated youths
Zhong Ming 钟鸣
Zhou Qichao 周启超